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Neuroplasticity-based therapies for inducing motor control are progressively devel-
oping in stroke. Various regimes are under investigation to explore the underlying
neuromechanism and related motor recovery. Motor therapies vary from speci�c-
movement protocol to noninvasive brain stimulation that may reorganize the
lesioned brain. �e changes have been observed at various levels ranging from
gene coding, cortical presentation, and brain-laterality to voluntary motor control.
However, there is still a long translational gap between laboratory �ndings and their
application in clinical practice. On the other side, there is not enough evidence
supporting the cellular basis of motor recovery.

Although the techniques are getting evident to induce certain amount of recovery,
none of them have been proved to be successful in regaining the normal motor
control, usually expected by the stroke survivors. In spite of devoting numerous
therapy hours for years, the recovery may get obstructed at a certain stage causing
disability and disappointment.

We invite researchers to contribute original research and review articles that will lead
to discovery of neuroplasticity-based potent therapies for substantial sensorimotor
recovery.

Potential topics include but are not limited to the following:

Neural-plasticity based interventions to improve motor recovery
Neural and cellular basis of motor recovery (association between changes in
the neuroanatomy/neurophysiology and changes in the motor recovery)
Factors in�uencing the stages of motor recovery (acute, subacute, and
chronic)
Somatosensory de�cit and its management a�ecting motor output
Subcranial, noninvasive brain stimulation
Innovative rehabilitation techniques
Basic science interventions to enhance the self-repair mechanisms a�er
stroke

Authors can submit their manuscripts through the Manuscript Tracking System at
http://mts.hindawi.com/submit/journals/np/rlbo/.
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